**Thread Keeps**

to print, cut & punch

---

**Instructions**

- Print on heavy card stock. If your card stock isn't heavy enough, print one decorative sheet and cut out the strips. Glue them to another sheet of card stock using strip glue, avoiding the area behind the punch holes. Trim the second piece of card stock to match the decorative strips.
- Use a 3/8” circle punch to cut the holes (found in the scrapbooking section of most hobby stores). If you turn the decorative strip upside down in the punch, you can line up the dark circle by viewing it through the base of the punch.
- Use a regular 1/4” hole punch to punch a small hole in the left end of the strip, to thread a ribbon through if you want to hang the thread keep or group it with others. You can also use a jump ring to group thread keeps together.
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